ALFRED – AI HEALTH CLAIMS PLATFORM

ALFRED’S [Powered by ARTIVATIC] AI Health Claims Platform uses technologies, data to build claims assessment engine for prior auth, cashless, post-discharge. Using OCR, ICR, Medical coding, disease mapping, pricing prediction techniques enables claims to process under 15 minutes. End to end 100% Digital Platform.

WHAT WE OFFER

- **Under 15 Minutes Claims Process and Settlement**
- **Dynamic & Behavioral claims profiling processes**
- **Digitizing entire claims journey including documents, photo**
- **Risk & Fraud Analysis**
- **Medical Billing Code Mapping (ICD10, DRG etc.)**
- **Predictive claims scoring and price estimation for claims**
- **Evidence based Claims Analysis**
- **Integrate On-premise and use with IBM Cognitive Systems**
- **Up to 30% cost reduction**
- **Up to 90% TAT improvement**
- **Up to 50% extra data driven insights**
- **Up to 30% risk & fraud reduction**
- **Increase 70% customer satisfaction**
- **Up to 30% Increase in efficiency & Revenue**

AI HEALTH CLAIMS AUTOMATION PLATFORM

- **End to End Platform for Claims Process**
- **Customized and Workflow Integration**
- **Uses AI, ML Technologies to process claims**
- **Dynamic & Evolving learning systems**
- **Cost-effective and efficient systems**

[POWERED BY ARTIVATIC DATA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED]

LEARN MORE

www.artivatic.ai
www.alfred.artivatic.ai
contact@artivatic.ai
+91 9557162244